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Betrayal in favor of Iran?
USA ex-agent wanted worldwide!

Washington, 15.02.2019, 09:45 Uhr

GDN - American Monica Witt, 39, former ex-employee of US intelligence allegedly engaged in espionage for Iran, according to the
FBI.  

The Justice Department in Washington states that U.S. citizen Monica Witt has provided the Iranian state with strict classified
information about operational intelligence actions against Iran.

Attorney General John Demers officially announces that Monica Witt has divulged the identity of a US agent, putting his "life on the
line." The globally wanted ex US agent is wanted with an international warrant. It also supplied classified data to Iran's Revolutionary
Guards, according to the U.S. Prosecutor's Office in charge.

In addition, the sought is said to have revealed confidential and explosive information from a US spy program, which also includes
code names. The US Department of Justice says Ms Witt worked for US Air Force counterintelligence until 2008.
After that, she underwent an "ideological" change that allowed her to move to the Iranian camp. In 2012, she traveled to Iran to attend
the conference of an organization close to Iran's Revolutionary Guards.
Also charged are four Iranian Revolutionary Guards employees who allegedly committed cyberattacks against Witt's ex-colleagues by
US intelligence.

Using cocial media accounts, the wanted and their Iranian agents skimmed key US intelligence disks. International pressure on
Tehran and the Mullah regime is now increasing even further, as was clearly demonstrated at the security conference in Warsaw.

The Western world should increasingly rein in the Iranian state and its ideologies with a sense of proportion and a clear attitude.
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